
Growing up with an Anglo Saxon mother in the sixties meant
dishes prepared with a smidgeon of powdered garlic. Even the
Slavic side of the family could not change her habit though she
did cook Ukrainian cabbage rolls, perrogies and borscht for my
father. The only exception was when it came to making Polish
dill pickles—then it was fresh garlic!  

You might wonder why garlic was ever ground into a
powder—fresh garlic’s right there in the grocery store. Well,
take a second look and you will find that essential culinary bulb
comes from off the continent from February to June! The
global food machine ships garlic from Argentina and China. As
a confirmed local-shopping garlic lover, how you can extend
the local season? 

Here’s how. In fall, bulbs from the summer harvest are split
into cloves and the largest cloves are planted for the next
season’s harvest. To achieve the ‘100-mile garlic diet’ plant
some of the smaller cloves as well. Plant those little bulbs in a
separate row so you know who they are in the spring! These will
grow into garlic greens—like green onions—which can be
harvested from March to May. (Barry at Den Cor Farm on
Pender Island has been experimenting this year with providing
garlic greens for Victoria’s pocket markets and they have been
very well received.) There’s two more local months.  

Now, the best way to store garlic is to hang it in those
gorgeous braids. Garlic comes in two main groups: hard neck
and soft neck. It is easiest to braid garlic using soft neck
varieties.  

Hard neck varieties do better in cooler climates but need a
bit more care in planting (cloves pointy end up) and those

flower stalks which start shooting up in June need to be cut
back so the energy can go in to making a bigger bulb. 

There’s another 100-mile garlic diet advantage here too!
These flower stalk delicacies are called garlic scapes and
appearing at local markets soon after the garlic greens are
finished.

Both garlic greens and garlic scapes are filled with that
pungent garlic flavor. They are milder than a fully cured whole
clove but after a hard cold winter and a few weeks without any
local garlic they are exactly what we need! Dice them in salad
dressings and sauté them into sauces. 

By late June or early July, the first of the fresh garlic bulbs
will be back on the scene. Fresh (uncured) garlic should be
stored in a cool spot and used up quickly as it is perishable.

Most garlic is cured by hanging up to dry in a shady well-
ventilated spot for a week or more. If you are a gardener be
patient, curing develops the garlic’s flavor too. 

Once cured, garlic is best stored in a cool, dry place and,
under optimum conditions, can keep for 6-8 months. That
takes you through to January or even February with your 100-
mile-garlic. 

Susan Tychie is a founding member of FoodRoots, a Victoria
co-op which organizes the distribution of local foods. FoodRoots
also give food preservation workshops. Visit the website
www.foodroots.ca, email info@foodroots.ca or contact Susan:
250-595-6742, susantych@telus.net.0
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